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Abstract: The paper describes the process of a prototype head optimisation for magnetic diagnostics
of steel-polyurethane load-carrying belts. The prototype, validated on a number of cranes, was
subject to an improvement and optimisation attempt using numerical analysis of magnetic field
distribution in the magnetic circuit, tested load-carrying belt, and environment. The analysis was
carried out in the ANSYS environment using PDS—Probabilistic Design System tools (DOE—Design
of Experiment). Taking the dimensions of individual elements of the magnetic circuit, material
densities, and magnetic material properties as the input data, the magnetic circuit was optimised
with respect to metrological properties as well as mass and size criteria. Based on the analyses
carried out and the results obtained, the head design was modernised, which involved changing
the geometry of elements forming the magnetic circuit. Based on observations made during tests
of the prototype version of the device performed on real objects, several improvements were also
proposed, consisting of the replacement of selected components with elements printed in the FDM
technology. The correctness of the performed numerical analyses was verified by comparing the
measured and calculated values of the total magnetic field induction in the defined plane of the
magnetic circuit. The prototype versions of heads before and after modernisation were subject to
comparative tests. Under laboratory conditions, both versions of heads were used to diagnose the
steel-polyurethane load-carrying belts with modelled damages. The obtained test results and their
statistical characteristics were analysed in detail.

Keywords: passenger lifts; diagnostics; non-destructive testing; ropes; magnetic field; finite element
method (FEM)

1. Introduction

The development of machinery and equipment is associated not only with the change
of standards and energy consumption, but also with management methods and life cycle
assessment. Development-related changes are widely described in the articles of many
authors and concern many aspects of engineering. Nevertheless, there are areas whose
secrets are not expansively presented in international journals. Such an example would
undoubtedly be the field related to material handling and, more specifically, lifting equip-
ment. One of the basic directions of development of lifting equipment is related to the
drive system in terms of reducing its size and energy requirements, as well as the use of
load-carrying belt transmissions and new designs of load-carrying belts.

A detailed analysis of the state of the art in the subject of this paper showed that this
topic has not been widely covered. The publications presented below do not address the
topic directly, but only bear some resemblance to the research presented in this paper.
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So far, load-carrying belt system solutions have been based on the cooperation of a steel
wire rope with a friction wheel, creating a kinematic pair. According to the standard [1],
there is a condition that applies to this pair: the diameter of the friction wheel must be at
least 40 diameters of the rope. When this condition is met, the used reducers have large
dimensions and it is not possible to use them in all lifting devices. In modern hoisting
installations, the gearless drives with small diameter wheels or shafts are used, which very
often form a kinematic pair with plastic-coated belts. In such cases, the condition described
above no longer applies because the standard [1] refers only to steel wire ropes and does
not cover plastic-coated load-carrying belts.

Depending on the manufacturer and the required strength properties, the load-
carrying belts vary in geometric dimensions, cord diameter, and the type of material
used as their carcass. Figure 1 shows the dimensions and cross-section of an example
of a steel-polyurethane (SP) load-carrying belt. The great advantage of this type of load-
carrying belt is that, with similar strength properties as traditional wire ropes, it allows
the use of small diameter drive wheels, and the use of carcass eliminates the need of their
maintenance and increases friction between the load-carrying belt and the drive shaft. The
flat shape increases the contact area, which also has a positive effect on stress distribu-
tion. The application of SP belts is not limited to the drives for passenger cranes but this
solution is also used in other lifting devices as well as in drives for fans, water pumps,
compressors, in power steering systems for automatically opening doors, injection pumps,
or camshafts [2–4].

Figure 1. Cross-section of a steel-polyurethane load-carrying belt (SP) (own source).

The search for energy savings in the operation of lifting equipment is a response to
market needs. Activities related to the reduction of energy demand through the introduc-
tion of new design solutions must be carried out in a sustainable manner while maintaining
an acceptable level of safety. SP belts, just as traditional wire ropes, are the structures with
limited durability and their wear process is irreversible. Safe operation is possible until a
certain level of wear (conventional limit value) is reached, beyond which the load-carrying
belt becomes unfit for further use and must be replaced. The state of unfitness is reached as
a result of the accumulation of various types of damages which, according to the accepted
criteria (so-called dump criteria), exceed the limit value. The load-carrying belt dump
criteria can be based on:

• loss of metallic cross-section,
• permissible amount of steel wire scrap,
• change in load-carrying belt dimensions,
• degree of deformation,
• wear of integral load-carrying belt material.

Due to the construction of SP belts, it is very difficult to assess their technical condition.
The visual inspection of load-carrying belt is impractical and it is hard, and sometimes
even impossible, to detect many failures using this method. Therefore, the technical
condition assessment of steel wire ropes embedded in plastic carcass becomes an essential
issue regarding their safe operation. This makes it necessary to introduce new diagnostic
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methods, e.g., magnetic flaw detection, the use of which has been described in a number of
publications [4–7].

In one publication [4], the authors described the problem of technical diagnostics of
steel-polyurethane load-carrying belts. They presented one of the first diagnostic systems
consisting of a head for magnetic testing, a recorder and software. They discussed the
expert advisory system which is a part of the software developed for the analysis of the
results obtained. The authors also mentioned the need to develop acceptance criteria and
correlation of magnetic test results with load-carrying belt fatigue tests.

Another publication [5] presents the results of work related to the design of a magnetic
circuit for diagnostic heads used in magnetic testing of wire ropes. The authors presented
the results of a number of analyses carried out in the Computer Aided Engineering (CAE)
ANSYS Workbench software aimed at multi-criteria optimisation of the magnetic circuit in
terms of its mass and metrological properties.

In [6], the authors discussed the available solutions of measuring heads for magnetic
testing of steel wire ropes in plastic carcass and flat SP belts. They presented the results of
measurement which were carried out on a real object within 3 years. They confirmed the
applicability of equipment described in the article, and the tests performed on the same
load-carrying belts carried out in subsequent years prove the repeatability of the detected
damage location and the possibility of quantitative evaluation of its growth.

In [7], the authors described the possibility of using the magnetic method to diagnose
the guides of lifting devices where, similarly to load-carrying belts, there was a change in
the magnetic field dispersion flux in the area of discontinuity of the guide working surface.

In [8,9], the authors dealt with the subject of diagnostic tests of steel wire ropes using
the magnetic method. One article [8] compared the functional features of mine hoist ropes
determined on the basis of visual, magnetic, and strength tests. The other [9] presented
the possibility of applying wavelet analysis in the evaluation of signals recorded during
magnetic testing. The theoretical basis and the principle of selecting the wavelet type
required in the analysis were described. The results of tests carried out on a belt with
modelled faults were also presented.

Furthermore, the issues related to the simulation of magnetic field were described
in [10–17]. The authors also extensively described the issues related to diagnostics and
non-destructive methods in various problems of mechanical engineering [18–26].

2. Testing Methodology

The magnetic wire rope testing method is a non-destructive one. It consists of de-
tecting defects in the metallic cross-section of ropes which were previously magnetised
longitudinally with a permanent magnetic field. If there is a defect, a disturbance of the
magnetic field forces appears around the ferromagnet magnetised in a permanent magnetic
field. This disturbance also occurs in the space surrounding the tested rope (6) and can be
interpreted and analysed as an external magnetic stray field (1), as shown in Figure 2. The
disturbance size is usually related to the size and position of the defect. The basic set of
measuring equipment consists of two units: a measuring head unit and a recorder unit or
other device that processes the measurement results. The main components of the magnetic
head are the magnetic circuit of the measuring head, which is defined as a closed flux path
of magnetic induction, being a part of the magnetic field with higher energy density, as
compared to the surrounding parts, and the sensors (2) which are placed in the symmetry
plane of the head. The magnetic circuit of the magnetic head, the diagram of which is
shown in Figure 2, comprises permanent magnets which are the source of magnetic field (3),
a magnetic jumper (4), and poles (5). The information about rope faults (6) is contained in
the transversal By component of the magnetic stray flux (1) in the discontinuity occurrence
area (7) (Figure 2) [27–29].
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Figure 2. The essence of magnetisation and defect detection using the magnetic method (1—magnetic
stray field, 2—sensor, 3—permanent magnet, 4—magnetic jumper, 5—pole piece, 6—tested rope,
7—defect) (own source based on [27,28]).

In the case of SP belts, the magnetic method is used to locate discontinuities in the
form of wire breaks. That is why only the sensors of step cross-sectional change (inductive
ones) are used in the heads being constructed. A change of the transversal component By
(Figure 2) of magnetic stray flux (1) over the tested element is detected by the sensor (2)
and recorded in the form of a change of the electromotive force of induction. According to
Faraday’s law, the value of electromotive force is described by Formula 1 [28,30].

SEM = ε = −N
d∅By

dt
(1)

where:
ε—electromotive force of induction,
N—the number of turns of wire in the tightly wound coil
øBy—magnetic induction flux of the stray field (transversal component),
t—time.
The principle of sensor operation and the necessity to test the whole rope length

forces the rope to move in relation to the head. In the case of load-carrying belt testing
in passenger elevators, the head is mounted stationary and the ropes move inside the
measuring system at the revision speed of the crane.

3. Magnetic Circuit Optimisation Using Numerical Analyses

The construction of the head for magnetic testing is determined mainly by the magnetic
circuit. The dimensions of individual elements of the magnetic circuit determine the
dimensions of the entire head and its mass, taking into account the space for sensing
elements (inductive sensor). The overriding parameters are the metrological properties of
the measuring device. It is mainly the dimensions of permanent magnets and the properties
of the magnetically hard material and the associated B-H (Figure 3a) demagnetisation
curve that determine the level of magnetic energy in the magnetic circuit. Moreover, the
steel material (B-H magnetisation curve) (Figure 3b) from which the other elements of the
magnetic circuit are made, i.e., the jumper or the pole pieces, are important. The dimensions
of these elements and their mutual geometric relationships influence the method and
uniformity of magnetic flux distribution to all steel wire ropes in the cross-section of the
tested load-carrying belt. Adopting the dimensions of individual elements of the magnetic
circuit, the material densities, and the magnetic material properties as the input, we can
talk about the structure optimisation in terms of the criteria, such as dimensions, mass,
and metrological properties. Minimisation of the first two criteria is important due to the
ergonomics of using the device when working at heights in limited assembly spaces, and
additionally, it has an impact on the time of installation and disassembly (minimisation of
the time when an object is out of operation when performing diagnostic tests of, for example,
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a crane). The third criterion is directly related to the degree of steel wire rope magnetisation
and the intensity of the stray field generated by possible defects (cracks). Many years of
experience in designing and constructing the heads for magnetic testing of ferromagnetic
structures prove that the best detectability of defects is obtained when the tested material is
magnetised to the level of B ≥ 1.4 T induction. The effect of stray field intensification is the
better the more the material magnetisation level is close to the saturation induction on the
B-H curve. This has a direct effect on the diagnostic signal quality, enables maximisation of
the signal-to-noise ratio, and increases the detectability of even a very small defect (e.g.,
3 broken wires equal to 0.094 mm2 loss of metallic cross-section in relation to the metallic
cross-section of the entire belt that is 16.32 mm2) [31–34].

Figure 3. (a) Demagnetisation curve B-H of hard magnetic material NdFeB 52 MGOe (magnets);
(b) magnetisation curve B-H of steel 1020 (elements, i.e., jumper, pole pieces, etc.) (own source
based on [35]).

The prototype head, despite its successful operation validated on many objects, was
subject to an effective attempt of improvement and optimisation using numerical analyses
concerning the distribution of magnetic field in the magnetic circuit, tested load-carrying
belt, and environment. The analyses were carried out in the ANSYS environment using
PDS—Probabilistic Design System (DOE—Design of Experiment) tools. For the purpose of
the analyses, a geometric (Figure 4a) and numerical (discretized) model (Figure 4b) of the
magnetic circuit was developed, containing [31]:

• 2 oppositely polarised permanent magnets of NdFeB (neodymium-iron- boron) type,
• 2 pole pieces distributing the magnetic flux to a load-carrying belt,
• a magnetic jumper to close the magnetic circuit from below, and
• 12 steel wire ropes forming a load-carrying cable (belt).

The adopted optimisation input parameters (decision variables) were the technical
parameters related to the dimensions of the magnetic circuit elements, i.e., the jumper,
magnets, pole pieces, but also the steel wire ropes in the load-carrying belt and the air gap
between the pole pieces and the belt. For the design elements of the circuit included in the
head, the length of the element was assumed to be marked as X, width as Y, and height as Z,
with appropriate indices, where index z denotes a jumper, n a pole piece, and m a magnet,
according to Table 1. All the input parameters along with their own designations and
symbols (P1–P12) given by the system using PDS, as well as the defined variation range,
are presented in Table 1. The primary values of each parameter in the prototype version of
the head were also indicated, which at the same time constitute the initial (starting) values
for numerical analyses. The range of variability was adopted based on the analysis of
functional possibilities, previous experience in the shaping of magnetic circuits, and certain
limitations related to, e.g., XYZ dimensions of the sensing system necessary to be built
inside the head, dimensions of the connection socket and its anticipated location, width of
the load-carrying belt, etc. [31].
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Figure 4. Geometrical (a) and numerical (b) (discrete) model of the magnetic head with the load-
carrying belt under tests (own source).

Table 1. Optimisation input parameters.

Parameter Name Unit
Parameter

symbol
ANSYS
Symbol Initial Value

Range of Variability
Target Value

Minimum Maximum

Length of the
magnetic jumper (mm) Xz P1 195 150 250 ?

Width of the
magnetic jumper (mm) Yz P2 70 30 100 ?

High of the
magnetic jumper (mm) Zz P3 10 3 15 ?

Length and width
of the magnet (mm) Xm P5 50 20 75 ?

High of the magnet (mm) Zm P6 13 5 35 ?

Pole piece length (mm) Xn P7 52 30 70 ?

Pole piece width (mm) Yn P8 70 30 100 ?

Pole piece height (mm) Zn P9 17 5 25 ?

Steel rope diameter (mm) d P11 1.6 1 2 ?

Air gap (mm) Zsz P12 4.7 2 8 ?

Similarly, Table 2 presents the defined simulation output parameters and the des-
ignations imposed on them by the PDS system (P15-P32) used in the following part of
the study. The output parameters were the masses of individual elements, the magnetic
induction inside them (in their centres), and, most important from the metrological point
of view, the magnetic induction in steel wire ropes. The last parameter was verified for
the central as well as outer wire ropes (on the left and right side in the cross-section of the
load-carrying belt) [31].
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Table 2. Optimisation output parameters.

Parameter Name Unit Parameter symbol ANSYS Symbol

Mass of the magnetic jumper (kg) Mz P15

Mass of the magnet (kg) Mm P16

Mass of the pole piece (kg) Mn P17

Magnetic induction—right wire rope (mT) Blp P18

Magnetic induction—left wire rope (mT) Bll P19

Magnetic induction—centre
wire rope (mT) Bls P20

Magnetic induction in the centre of
the magnetic jumper (mT) Bzw P24

Magnetic induction at the centre of
the magnet (mT) Bmag P28

Magnetic induction in the centre of
the pole piece (mT) Bnab P32

Based on the assumed variability ranges of decision-making input parameters, more
than 149 different combinations of these parameters with determined values were generated
in the PDS tool. For each of these sets of parameters, the numerical calculations of magnetic
field distributions in the magnetic circuit and in its surroundings were carried out by
properly configuring the ANSYS system.

The electromagnetic field distribution in any 3D space is determined by four Maxwell
equations. They can take a differential (as below) or integral form. At the same time, these
are basic equations for calculation systems that make use of FEM or BEM, including, among
others for the ANSYS system used in this research, where Equations (2) and (4) refer to the
magnetic field description, while Equations (3) and (5) refer to electric field [7,31,36,37].

∇×
→
H = rot

→
H =

→
J +

→
∂D
∂t

(2)

∇×
→
E = rot

→
E = −

→
∂B
∂t

(3)

∇·
→
B = div

→
B = 0 (4)

∇·
→
D = div

→
D = ρ (5)

where:
→ =vector value
[] =matrix

∇ = nabla (gradient operator) ∇ =
[

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

]
=
→
i ∂

∂x +
→
j ∂

∂y +
→
k ∂

∂z

→
i ,
→
j ,
→
k -

axis unit vectors (versors)
∇× = rot =rotation operator (rotation is defined as a vector product of a nabla vector and

another vector, the result of which is a vector)
∇· = div =divergence operator (divergence is defined as a scalar product of a nabla vector

and another vector, the result of which is a scalar)
→
H =magnetic field intensity vector

(
A
m

)
→
J =electric current density vector

(
A

m2

)
→
D =electric field induction vector

(
C

m2

)
(Maxwell called it a movement vector but to avoid

misunderstanding and coincidence with mechanical movement, here we use the electric flux density
or electric induction term.)

t = time ( s )
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→
E = electric field intensity vector

(
V
m

)
→
B = magnetic field induction vector ( T ) or

(
Wb
m2

)
ρ = total density of electric load

(
C

m3

)
The full form of differential equations, based on which the issues related to magnetic

field distribution in the ANSYS system are solved numerically, was presented by the authors
in the publication [7] where they described the issues of using the magnetic stray field in
diagnostics and evaluation of passenger lift guidance systems for their technical condition.

The main purpose of PDS (Probabilistic Design System) tools is to obtain answers
about the process and correlation of its input and output parameters, by replacing the
proven conservative deterministic methods with the probabilistic design techniques. The
concept (PDS) assumes a random distribution for all defined critical input variables, as
well as the determination of sensitivity of their effect on key output parameters. The key
simulation outputs are defined as the unknown random output parameters. During the
probabilistic analysis, the multiple analysis loops (iterations) are made to calculate the
random output parameters as the function of a set of random input variables [38–41].

The result of the conducted numerical calculations related to the mentioned head for
the SP load-carrying belt was to obtain 149 sets of discrete output parameter values (mass,
magnetic induction) being the response to predefined input parameters (dimensions). As
a consequence, it was possible to find a correlation between the design parameters of the
head and mainly its metrological properties by analysing different design scenarios.

Based on these determined sets of parameters and their correlations, the approximated
graphical nomograms and the response planes (so-called “Response Surfaces”) were devel-
oped (Figure 5). In contrast to the discrete sets of correlations, they allow an approximate
search for correlations in a continuous manner in the analysed range of input parameter
variation and in the corresponding output parameters, also in a continuous manner [38–41].

It should be noted that “Response Surfaces” (Figure 5) enable to read the data in
a continuous manner within their limits, but they are not the ideal result tools because
using them is fully functional and convenient only when we have their digital version
and the reading is carried out by computer, by placing a cursor in the given point of
the graph (surface)—the reading of 2 values of input variables and the corresponding
1 output variable. Using them in an analogue form (e.g., after printing), especially in
isometric projection (Figure 5), is not very practical. However, this does not diminish their
effectiveness as a predictive element. For this reason, mainly more practical 2D charts and
nomograms have been presented, i.e., “slice” charts, which have an output quantity on the
vertical axis and one of the interdependent input quantities on the horizontal axis. The
second input quantity is represented by coloured curves with a legend. Therefore, the
above features of the nomogram take precedence over the response plots when used in an
analogue way [38–41].

Thus, Figure 5 presents the 3D “Response Surface” concerning changes in the output
parameter P20 (induction in the central wire rope) as a function of a change in the input
parameters P11 (wire rope diameter) and P12 (air gap). Due to the impractical nature of
the result presentation, it was replaced by an equivalent-slice type nomogram in Figure 6.
The induction in the central wire rope of the load-carrying belt (P20) is presented on the
vertical axis as a function of the air gap between the pole pieces and the load-carrying belt
(on the horizontal axis) (P12). Each of the curves forming the nomogram, marked with
an appropriate colour, corresponds to a step change of the parameter P11 (steel wire rope
diameter), each time by a step of 0.0417 mm.
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Figure 5. 3D response surface of the output parameter P20 (induction in the central wire) as a function
of changing the input parameters P11 (wire rope diameter) and P12 (air gap) (own source).

Figure 6. Nomogram (slice plot)—response of output parameter P20 (induction in central wire rope)
as a function of change in input parameters P11 (wire rope diameter) and P12 (air gap) (own source).

When analysing the nomogram in Figure 6 concerning the influence of the parameters
P11 (d—wire diameter) and P12 (Zsz—air gap) on the possible value of the induction in the
wire rope of the load-carrying belt P20 (Bl), it should be noted that as the wire diameter
increases, the induction to which it can be magnetised decreases. Bearing in mind that the
load-carrying belt consists of several wire ropes, the total increase in metallic cross-sectional
area resulting from an increase of a single rope diameter, with a constant value of the
magnetic flux in the circuit, generates increasingly smaller values of induction in the steel
wire rope. The situation is similar when the value of the gap between the magnetised
wire ropes and the pole piece increases. As this gap increases, the magnetic flux has a
hindered flow path. The total value of magnetic flux leakage around the magnetic circuit
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also increases (flux losses which are neglected in simplified calculations due to the assumed
principle of flux continuity in an unbranched circuit). The gaps in the magnetic circuit
also directly influence the location of the magnet operating point in the demagnetisation
curve BH, which is also confirmed by the nomogram in Figure 6. Figures 7 and 8 present
the dependence of magnetic induction of the central wire rope of a load-carrying belt as
a function of the head magnet dimensions. The induction is treated as a metrological
parameter that has an influence on detectability of defects.

Figure 7. 2D response surface of the output parameter P20 (induction in central wire rope) as a
function of input parameters P5 (magnet width) and P6 (magnet height) (own source).

The mentioned actions enabled a conscious and more precise selection of input param-
eters (dimensions) to achieve a specific goal. The overriding metrological objective was
to obtain higher values of magnetic field induction in the wire ropes of the tested load-
carrying belt, reaching up to the wire rope material magnetic saturation level of about 2.1 T.
This was achieved by appropriate selection of parameters of magnets, air gap, and other
circuit elements in relation to the wire rope diameter. Secondly, attention was also paid to
the criteria related to the minimisation of the device weight and dimensions. Analysing the
described nomograms and response surfaces in a digitised form, the specific dimension
values of individual structural elements of magnetic circuit were selected and a modified
version of the head was built.

In order to confirm the correctness of numerical analyses performed, a simple compar-
ative verification with the results of real measurements of magnetic field induction was
carried out in selected areas in the vicinity of the magnetic circuit. For the variant of the
head after modernisation, the magnetic field induction was measured in a plane parallel to
the upper surface of head pole pieces at a distance of 3 mm from them. The measurement
was performed with a resolution of about 5 mm in both directions of the XY plane in an area
having the X 220 mm and Y 120 mm dimensions, which gave the total of 1125 measurement
points (Figure 9) [31].

For the variant of the head before modernisation, no similar comparative analysis
was carried out as it was constructed based on previous in-house experience in designing
magnetic circuits for the devices used in magnetic flaw detection. Due to the fact that the
originally achieved results showed real metrological usefulness of the device on objects,
there was no need to numerically check the original variant. However, being aware of
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the influence of technical parameters of the magnetic circuit on metrological properties of
the device, the scientific optimisation efforts using FEM were undertaken, as described in
the paper.

Figure 8. Nomogram (slice plot)—response of output parameter P20 (induction in the central wire
rope) as a function of input parameters P6 (magnet height) and P5 (magnet width) (own source).

The adopted target values of the input parameters are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Selected parameters of the head before and after its modernisation.

Parameter Name Unit
Before Modernisation After Modernisation

X Y Z X Y Z

Dimensions of the
elements of the
magnetic circuit

Magnetic jumper (mm) 195 70 10 185 70 8

Pole piece (mm) 52 70 17 55 70 14

Permanent magnet (mm) 50 50 13 50 50 13

Complete magnetic circuit (mm) 195 70 40 185 70 35

Weight Complete magnetic circuit (kg) 2.56 2.17

Figure 10 shows the actual results of point measurements of the total magnetic field
induction in the defined measurement plane. The analogous data from the numerical
analysis of magnetic field distribution is presented in Figure 11.

The similarity of the magnetic field distribution nature as well as the coincidence of
magnetic field induction values in the comparable areas of the numerical experiment and
real measurements can be clearly seen [31].
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Figure 9. Magnetic circuit of the head after modernisation and measurement plane area (own source).

Figure 10. Total magnetic field induction in the defined measurement plane (see Figure 9)
(own source).

Figure 11. Total magnetic field induction (values form numerical analysis)—Bc in the XY plane 3 mm
above the head (own source).
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Despite the similarity of field distribution and magnetic field induction values in
the comparable areas, the % differences were not referred to quantitatively due to the
following facts:

• In real measurements, an inaccuracy of at least 0.5 mm in the measuring probe location
in the ambient space in relation to a point from the numerical analysis may lead to
significant discrepancies in the identified value of total induction.

• For numerical analyses, the publicly available magnetic data (primary magnetisa-
tion curve BH) for the general-purpose ferritic structural steel was used—the actual
magnetisation curve of the structural material was not verified in the laboratory. The
same procedure was followed for the hard magnetic material (permanent magnet),
trusting the magnet parameters declared by the manufacturer. Only the value of the
perpendicular component of magnetic field induction to the magnet pole 3 mm above
its surface was verified, obtaining a value of approximately 273 mT from the actual
measurement and approximately 270 mT from the numerical simulation of a free
magnet in the air space.

• The numerical analysis is an idealised analysis as opposed to a real magnetic circuit.
The magnetic circuit elements in the FEM analysis were represented as cuboidal
elements with perfectly smooth walls and edges. The actual magnetic circuit was
tailored for a useful measuring device and therefore had additional technological holes
allowing for the installation of sockets, sensor elements, housings, etc. These small
changes and violations of geometry continuity also had little effect on the magnetic
field distribution as can be seen in Figure 10, in relation to the ideal and symmetrical
magnetic field distribution from the FEM analysis in Figure 11.

• The actual measurement was carried out at points with the resolution of 5 mm in the
X and Y axes in the measurement plane, unlike the numerical analysis in which the
data were taken continuously from the XY plane.

However, despite the differences shown, the highly convergent results were obtained.
This allows us to assume that the numerical results obtained are valid, and the design
changes introduced on their basis, affecting the metrological properties, will be successfully
validated and confirmed during verification tests.

Apart from optimisation of the magnetic circuit, additional elements made of carbon
and stainless steel, which could have caused additional unintentional disturbance of the
magnetic field, were eliminated from the existing head. These changes mainly concerned
the housing and the guidance system. The FDM 3D printing technology was used for this
purpose. The use of this technology made it possible to adjust the guidance system to the
dimensions of the tested load-carrying belt more accurately than in the previous solution,
which had a positive effect on limiting its vibrations during measurements.

4. Verification Tests

The verification tests of two versions of the measuring head were performed using the
SP belt built from 10 steel wire ropes of the 7 × 7 construction. The metallic cross-section
of the belt made of 490 wires was 16.32 mm2; its basic dimensions are shown in Figure 1.
The damage in the tested load-carrying belt was modelled by cutting the adjacent outer
wires of one of the wire ropes. For this purpose, the outer coating was removed and an
appropriate number of wires were cut (Figure 12a). The damage of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14, and
21 broken wires in the tested load-carrying belt was modelled, which corresponded to a
loss of metallic section of the load-carrying belt in the range of 0.58–4.17%. (Table 4). The
mutual motion of the measuring head and the load-carrying belt during the test could
result in unintentional and unknown changes in the modelled damage, e.g., a change in
the air gap size due to the movement of wires or a change in the metallic cross-section loss
resulting from the broken wires. From the validation point of view, it was important to
keep the damage model unchanged during the whole experiment, therefore the place of its
execution was protected with plastic. (Figure 12b).
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Figure 12. Modelled defect (a) with removed carcass layer (b) after plastic protection (own source).

Table 4. Size of modelled damage.

Number of Broken Wires n Loss of Metallic Cross Section ∆SFe

(-) (mm2) (%)

3 0.094 0.58
4 0.126 0.77
5 0.157 0.96
6 0.188 1.15
7 0.227 1.39
14 0.453 2.78
21 0.680 4.17

One of the basic requirements of the optimisation carried out was to improve the
metrological properties and increase the possibility of detecting the smallest defects, single
broken wires, which in the currently used head were often impossible to locate due to the
presence of useful signals in the noise envelope. For this reason, the tests were carried out
in the damage range from defects in single wires of the smallest diameter. For technical
reasons, the smallest possible defect proved to be the incision of 3 wires.

Testing of the load-carrying belt with the use of analysed measuring heads was
conducted on a laboratory test bench. The measurement conditions included stable head
movement at a constant speed of 0.5 m/s along a stationary, pre-tensioned load-carrying
belt. The MD121 recorder was used to record the signal, and the same set of belts was used
in all cases. For the statistical analysis, the measurement procedure was repeated 10 times
under the same conditions. The obtained results of one of the measurements, the recorded
voltage signal corresponding to the change of a vertical component of the magnetic stray
field over the tested load-carrying belt Us, are presented in Figures 13 and 14.

Figure 13. Registered voltage signal corresponding to a change of vertical component of magnetic
stray field over the tested load-carrying belt-head before optimisation (own source).
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Figure 14. Registered voltage signal corresponding to a change of vertical component of magnetic
stray field over the tested load-carrying belt-head after optimisation (own source).

5. Discussion

Based on the recorded results for both measuring heads, the dependence of the
Us signal as a function of load-carrying belt metal cross-section loss ∆SFe was plotted
(Figure 15a). This relationship for the head after optimisation has a greater angle of
inclination against the horizontal axis. The same damages result in diagnostic signals with
a higher AUs amplitude. The signals recorded with the optimised transducer have a higher
signal-to-noise ratio, which is a measure of comparison between the level of useful signal
carrying the damage information and the level of background noise. For the optimised
system, the maximum noise values do not exceed the amplitude of recorded diagnostic
signal originating from the smallest defects. It is possible to unambiguously identify the
signal coming from the smallest damage model, i.e., three broken wires.

From the data shown in Figure 15b and Table 5 for the head before optimisation, there
are overlaps in the ranges of recorded values for the adjacent quantities. The minimum
amplitude values of AUsmin signals from larger defects overlap with the maximum AUsmax
values of smaller defects. This results in ambiguity in the interpretation of results and may
cause a smaller defect to be assigned as a larger defect or conversely a larger defect to be
assigned as a smaller defect.

Figure 15. Results of analysis of recorded diagnostic signals (a) dependence of Us signal as a function
of load-carrying belt metallic section loss ∆SFe; (b) distribution and comparison of statistical features
of diagnostic signals recorded with the head before modernisation; (c) distribution and comparison
of statistical features of diagnostic signals recorded with the head after modernisation (own source).
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Table 5. Results of statistical analysis of recorded diagnostic signals.

Number of Broken Wires n (-) 3 4 5 6 7 14 21

Loss of metallic cross section ∆SFe

(mm2) 0.094 0.126 0.157 0.1880 0.227 0.453 0.680

(%) 0.58 0.77 0.96 1.15 1.39 2.78 4.17

Mean signal amplitude AUs (mV) 3.91 5.48 5.14 7.22 7.40 9.47 9.27 13.11 12.16 15.54 19.67 28.09 32.62 41.47

Standard deviation s(AUs)
(mV) 0.35 0.17 0.56 0.31 1.21 0.27 0.62 0.65 2.02 0.34 0.63 0.48 2.28 0.67

(%) 9.00 3.10 10.96 4.29 16.30 2.82 6.69 4.93 16.59 2.19 3.18 1.71 2.28 1.62

Minimum signal amplitude AUsmin (mV) 3.30 5.17 4.26 6.72 5.61 9.05 8.42 11.95 9.66 14.9 18.48 27.26 29.77 40.91

Maximum signal amplitude AUsmax (mV) 4.40 5.75 6.15 7.77 9.46 9.77 10.27 14.22 15.16 16.29 20.57 28.91 36.46 42.93

First quartile Q1 (mV) 3.56 5.35 4.73 7.01 6.56 9.20 8.76 12.68 10.02 15.3 19.16 27.73 30.51 41.01

Third quartile Q3 (mV) 4.30 5.59 5.38 7.29 8.04 9.72 9.86 13.57 13.79 15.71 20.18 28.40 33.9 41.16

Quarterly deviation Q
(mV) 0.37 0.12 0.32 0.14 0.74 0.26 0.55 0.44 1.88 0.20 0.51 0.33 1.69 0.07

(%) 9.48 2.19 6.41 1.93 10.27 2.71 6.07 3.35 15.64 1.31 2.56 1.19 5.24 0.18

Clearly, the optimised head enables to obtain more repeatable results and the stan-
dard deviation s(AUs), which can be equated with measurement uncertainty if any of the
measured amplitudes of AUs signal were taken as the result, is of a smaller value in its case.
For the head before optimisation, the relative standard deviation s(AUs) is within the range
3.55–30.34%, while after optimisation, it is 3.18–16.59%.

The results of the performed statistical analysis are presented in Table 5. The compari-
son of statistical features of both diagnostic signals is presented in box plots in Figure 15b,c.
The graphs were formed by the distribution parameters such as the first and third quartile,
median, minimum, and maximum values. A quartile is in a positional measure group that
divides a statistical series describing the structure of a population into four equal parts.
The first quartile Q1 (bottom) divides the population into two parts in such a way that
25% of the population units have the variable values less than or equal to the first quartile
Q1, and 75% equal to or greater than this quartile. The second quartile Q2 divides the
population into two parts in such a way that half of the population units have values of
the variable equal to or greater than the median, hence it is called the middle value. The
third quartile Q3 (top) divides the population into two parts in such a way that 75% of the
community units have variable values less than or equal to the third quartile Q3, and 25%
equal to or greater than this quartile [42,43]. For the values recorded with the optimised
head, the first and third quartile values are concentrated closer to the median value. This
indicates that the set of values is narrower and less dispersed. The variation degree of
the recorded result population set by the quarter deviation Q (Table 5) being half of the
difference between the third and the first quartile is within the range of 2.56–15.64% for
the head before modernisation and 0.18–3.35% for the modernised head. The quarterly
deviation measures the level of variation of only a part of the units belonging to the studied
population and its value is not affected by the values of units smaller than the first quartile
and larger than the third quartile. Therefore, this measure, as opposed to the standard
deviation, is not sensitive to extreme (atypical) values [44]. The analysis presented in this
paper was developed using one methodology. In order to more effectively optimize the
diagnostic system and solve the decision problems, the authors will want to use other,
more advanced optimization methods, related to both heuristics and metaheuristics. In
particular, future efforts are planned to evaluate the technical condition of load-bearing
tendons using an expert system. Solutions of advanced optimization algorithms used in
various fields (e.g., planning, transportation, medicine) have been widely described in
publications [45–51].

6. Conclusions

The results presented in this paper allow to formulate the following final conclusions:
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• The use of simulation methods in various fields of mechanical engineering allows
for a significant reduction of the optimisation process time and minimisation of costs
associated with intermediate prototypes. Numerical simulations are used not only to
optimise the structures in terms of mass or safety-related indices, but also to model,
analyse, and optimise the magnetic circuits.

• The optimisation of magnetic circuit made it possible to optimise the magnetic head
in terms of metrological properties as well as mass and size criteria. Appropriate
selection of the parameters of magnets, air gap, and other circuit elements made it
possible to obtain the magnetic field induction in wire ropes of the tested load-carrying
belt having the values close to magnetic saturation of their material.

• The correctness of numerical analyses carried out was confirmed by comparing the
results obtained with actual measurements of the magnetic field induction in the
vicinity of the magnetic circuit.

• The improved functional properties and the reduced weight were also achieved by
using 3D printing technology.

• The optimisation of magnetic circuit and the modernisation of existing measurement
head prototype resulted in a better quality of the recorded signal. The signals recorded
with the optimised head have a higher signal-to-noise ratio. Thanks to this, it is
possible to more easily locate defects with a small loss of metallic cross-section, which
until now, due to the value of the signal associated with the defects, was drowned out
by the noise component of the signal recorded.

• The comparative measurements carried out in the laboratory were performed under
the same measuring conditions and with the same operating parameters. The obtained
results allow a more metrologically and ergonomically effective application of the
optimised head on real lifting devices.

• In order to confirm the obtained results, further work on the magnetic circuit should
be extended to other optimization procedures.

• The obtained results under laboratory conditions should be further confirmed on real
devices with different support tendons.
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